In the classroom

1. I mark important dates on the calendar.

2. __________

3. __________

4. __________

5. __________

6. __________

7. __________

8. __________

9. __________

10. __________

11. __________

12. __________

13. __________

14. __________
Classroom objects (possible answers)

1. I mark important dates on the calendar.
2. I throw paper in the bin.
3. Paperclips are useful.
4. My clock tells me the time.
5. I use the eraser to erase silly pictures.
6. I use sticky tape to put pictures on the wall.
7. I cut ribbons and paper with scissors.
8. The hole punch helps me organize folders.
9. I use the sharpener to sharpen the pencils.
10. I download my work onto my flash drive.
11. I put a lot of things in the pencil holder.
12. The ruler is useful for drawing lines and measuring things.
13. I use a highlighter to highlight important ideas.
14. I use glue to stick things together.
Classroom objects

**Instructions:** Complete these sentences using the words on this list.

- bin  - calendar  - clip  - clock  - drive  - eraser  - glued  - highlighter  - holder
- punch  - scissors  - sharpened  - sharpener  - tape

1. I’ll use sticky______________to put your picture onto the wall.

2. He______________the pencil with a______________.

3. I used the______________to rub out my mistakes.

4. I picked up all the candy wrappers and put them in the garbage______________.

5. I______________the broken pieces back together.

6. She reviewed the paragraphs in her textbook that she’d marked with her yellow______________.

7. He asked me to give him the files on a flash______________.

8. I used the hole______________to make three holes in the paper.

9. The library posts a______________of special events on the Web.

10. Use this pair of______________to cut the cloth.

11. I looked at the______________to know when it was time to go home.

12. Tanya used a paper______________to hold the pages of her report together.

13. I put all my rule, pens and scissors in the pencil______________.
Classroom objects gap fill answers

1 tape
2 sharpened/sharpener
3 eraser
4 bin.
5 glued
6 highlighter
7 drive
8 punch
9 calendar
10 scissors
11 clock
12 clip
13 holder